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Large Extra Dimensions (LED):
In LED, space-time is extended by an additional number
(n) of compactified dimensions of radius R. In this model,
gravity propagates to all (n+3) +1 dimensions (the bulk).
However, all standard model particles are constrained in
a (3+1) space-time dimensions (the brane). The new
reduced (n+3) + 1 dimensional Plank scale MD and (3 +
1) dimensional Plank scale Mpl are related as

In Compositeness, quarks and leptons are composite
structures, bound states of more fundamental
constituents called “preons”.The “preons” interact through
a new strong gauge interaction called “metacolor”. Below
the interaction energy scale Λ, the strength of binding of
constituents is very strong and binds “preons” to a
composite state. At this energy scale, the effect of
compositeness would be a contact interaction (CI)
enhancing the spectrum at large mass compared to
expectation from SM production.

Fig. 2 virtual graviton exchange via gluon and
quark initiated processes and Drell-Yan
background
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where qL = (u, d)L is a left-handed quark doublet; uR and dR are right-handed quark sin-56

glets; and `L and `R are the left- and right-handed leptons (electrons or muons). By convention,57

g
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contact(L)/4p = 1 and the h values are taken to have a magnitude of one.58

Lambda, which represents the compositeness scale, is potentially different for each of the in-59

dividual terms in the Lagrangian, so lower limits on L are set separately for the individual60

currents in Eq. (4). That is, limits are set for “left-left”, “right-right”, and “left-right” (or “right-61

left”) helicity currents; constructive and destructive interference hypotheses; and for dielectron,62

dimuon, or dilepton final states.63

1.2.1 Compositeness implementation in PYTHIA864

Within PYTHIA8 [10] contact interactions are implemented based on Ref. [8] and the processes65

include SM Drell–Yan (g⇤/Z
0) production as well as interference between DY and the contact66

interation. In the limit where L is infinitely large, the CI predictions converge to the DY pre-67

diction. The specific models with dilepton final states correspond to the LL, RR, and LR terms68

in Eq. (4) and these are summarized in Table 2. The PYTHIA LR implementation is actually a69

composite of true LR and RL models. However, we know from studies based on a modified70

version of PYTHIA that the true LR and RL invariant mass distributions are essentially identi-71

cal, and we follow convention in quoting “LR” limits for the composite model as expressed in72

PYTHIA.73

The following flags determine the selection of the final state74

• ContactInteractions:QCffbar2eebar75

• ContactInteractions:QCffbar2mumubar76

There is also at tt final state but this is not used in the analysis.77

Table 2: The three ompositeness model choices within PYTHIA8 for dilepton final states. A
negative h value corresponds to constructive interference and a positive value to destructive
interference. By helicity parameters are zero by default.

mode hLL hLR hRR

ContactInteraction:etaLL ±1 0 0
ContactInteraction:etaRR 0 0 ±1
ContactInteraction:etaLR 0 ±1 0

In PYTHIA6 only the LL model is present but this includes an option for ’infinite’ Lambda78

production. It was observed, however, that the mass spectrum for the infinite Lambda selection79

did not match the spectrum from standard Drell–Yan production in PYTHIA6. Per the PYTHIA80

manual we included an MSTP(32)=4 card for CI processes to force PYTHIA6 to use the same81

ŝ Q
2 scale that is used in DY production. Without this requirement PYTHIA6 defaults to a82

2 ! 2 assumption for the compositeness process, in which the Q
2 scale is given by p

2
T of the83

individual muons. With the MSTP(32)=4 selection the cross sections as reported by PYTHIA6 for84

standard DY and infinite L production are identical to within 0.1%. Without the MSTP(32)=485

requirement the dilepton distributions for a given number of events would be basically the86

same, although the ratio of reported cross sections would vary with dilepton mass, with the87

Fig1: The  SM Drell-Yan 
process

The propagation of gravity in extra dimensions give rise
to Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of the graviton. The spacing
of KK modes for each dimension n is 1/R. The small
spacing of KK modes leads to an almost continuous
spectrum of KK graviton states, and a non-resonant
excess in dilepton mass spectra at high mass compared
to SM background.

Fig. 3 Contact Interaction
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Fig. 5 Dimuon mass distribution for ΛT =
6.5 TeV LED signal compared to SM
background and data collected by CMS

Fig. 6 Dielectron mass distribution for
LL constructive, Λ = 10 TeV CI signal
compared to SM background and data
collected by CMS

Fig. 7 Summary of 95% CL expected limits
for the combination of the dielectron and
dimuon channels in Contact Interactions

Fig. 8 Summary of 95% CL expected
limits for three LED parameter
conventions

Constructive (η = -1) and Destructive (η = +1)
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ADD Formalisms: 

Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos and Davli (ADD)

Interferences and helicities:

Guidice-Rattazzi-Wells (GRW) 

Compact Muon Solenoid  

Trigger Selections:
Muons and electrons:
Single muon with threshold of 50 GeV at HLT

Left-Left, Left-Right and Right-Right 

Double ElectronGamma with threshold of 33 GeV
at HLT

Hewett and Han-Lykken-Zhang (HLZ)


